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Company Name : Upstart Holdings

Company Sector : Lending

Operating Geography : United States, North America, Global

About the Company :

Upstart Holdings is an American financial technology (fintech) company that operates an AI-
powered lending platform. Founded in 2012 by Dave Girouard, Paul Gu, and Anna Counselman
with the aim of revolutionizing the traditional lending process by utilizing artificial intelligence
and machine learning algorithms, the company is headquartered in San Mateo, California. The
company primarily focuses on personal loans, student loan refinancing, and automotive loans.
By leveraging its advanced technology, Upstart claims to offer faster loan approvals, lower
interest rates, and a better overall borrower experience compared to traditional lenders. Since
its inception, Upstart has experienced rapid growth and success. In December 2020, the company
went public and began trading on the NASDAQ stock exchange under the ticker symbol "UPST."
The IPO marked a significant milestone for Upstart and highlighted the increasing demand for
fintech solutions in the lending industry. The company has 1875 employees as of 2023.

The USP of Upstart Holdings lies in it being a technology-driven lending platform that offers
faster approvals, fairer lending practices, and increased access to credit for a broader range of
borrowers. Upstart Holdings aims to disrupt the lending market by leveraging AI and machine
learning to provide a faster, fairer, and more inclusive lending experience for consumers. With
its innovative technology and strategic partnerships, Upstart continues to make strides in
reshaping the lending landscape. Upstart’s mission is to enable effortless credit based on true
risk.

Revenue :

US$ 842 million - FY ending 31st December 2022 (y-o-y decline 1%)

US$ 849 million - FY ending 31st December 2021



SWOT Analysis :

The SWOT Analysis for Upstart Holdings is given below:

Strengths Weaknesses

1.Stellar increase in revenue over the years

2.One  of  the  first  companies  in  the  credit

industry to apply AI

3.Benefit of flexible two-sided ecosystem

1.Business  is  entirely  dependent  on  partner

banks

2.Limited  operating  experience  may  lead  to

increased  risks,  uncertainties,  expenses  and

difficulties

3.Concentration of total loans facilitated from

mainly  two  banks,  CRB  and  New  Jersey-

chartered community bank

4.Their AI models are yet to be put to test in a

down-cycle economic condition

5.Huge debt on balance sheet.

Opportunities Threats

1.Expected double digit growth in the digital

lending space

2.Upstart  to add digital-powered applications

to its Auto Retail platform

1.Laws  regarding  AI  lending  platforms  are

constantly evolving

2.Possible  security  breaches  of  borrowers'

confidential  information

3.Counterparty risk with respect to the capped

call transactions

4.Unrepairable  damage  caused  by  the

COVID-19  pandemic

5.FDIC is watching Upstart's top bank partner



PESTLE Analysis :

The PESTLE Analysis for Upstart Holdings is given below:

Political Economical

1.Wary of regulators in AI-based lending. 1.Rising  fears  of  defaults  on  account  of

uncertain  economic  environment.

2.Unfavorable  bond  market  condition  may

make  it  difficult  for  the  company  to  obtain

funding.

3.Layoff amid weakening demand for loans

Social Technological

1.Negative  public  perception  regarding

application  of  AI  to  consumer  lending.

2.Using data and AI to close the racial wealth

gap

1.Prevalence  of  large-scale  frauds  in  the

financial  services  industry.

Legal Environmental

1.There are plethora of new and evolving rules

and  regulations  surrounding  AI  lending

platforms.

2.Expansive views of  the CFPB regarding its

authority  to  regulate  consumer  financial

services.

1.Promoting  sustainable  practises  to  reduce

environmental impact
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